Celebrity Baby News: ‘DWTS’
Pros Maks Chmerkovskiy & Peta
Murgatroyd Are Reportedly
Expecting

By Cortney Moore
In exciting celebrity baby news, Dancing With the Stars’ Peta
Murgatroyd is pregnant! This exciting news comes in days after
her stellar win during the season 22 finale. The lucky dad to
her soon-to-be celebrity baby is co-star Maks Chmerkovskiy,
whom she entered a celebrity engagement with in December 2015.
Though the pair have yet to publicly acknowledge the news,
fellow dancing co-star Henry Byalikov posted a photo of the
loving couple on Instagram with the caption, “Bringing new

life into the world is going to be an amazing experience
especially into such a loving bond between you both. Mazel
tov! Love you both! To the next twinkle toes!” It would seem
that this talented celebrity couple will have much to plan for
aside from their upcoming nuptials.

There’s a ‘DTWS’ celebrity baby in
the works! What are some ways to
share hobbies with your child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having children is a rewarding experience, especially when
your child picks up some of your favorite hobbies. Sharing the
same passion furthers the bond between parent and child in an
unbelievable way. Cupid is here to help you share your hobbies
with your child:
1. Inclusion: The best way to get your child interested in the
same hobby as you is to include them. Children naturally want
to follow their parents lead, and if your child sees you
enjoying what you do, they’ll definitely want to join in. If
your child doesn’t ask to join, you can always leave an open
invitation.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Maksim Chmerkovskiy & Peta
Murgatroyd Are Engaged!
2. Instruction: Once your child has made it clear that they
want to take up your hobby, become their instructor. Mistakes
will be made along the way, but you can correct them in a
constructive manner that will only further their skills. Your
child will be motivated to continue the hobby when they see
they can do things right.
Related Link: Simon Cowell Gives Louis Tomlinson Parenting

Advice in Latest Celebrity News
3. Have fun: It’s important to not go overboard when engaging
in hobbies with your child. Hobbies are meant to be fun! Your
child won’t want to continue if you’re being too strict. Just
make sure that whatever happens, you stay supportive of their
decision.
Have you ever had your child pick up your hobbies? Share your
parenting tips below.

